Portable Video Systems

VLCR-17P

• Tough and Rugged Pelican
Storm case.
• 17” Sun-readable LCD
monitor 1,500 Nits
• Supports HD 1080p, 960H,
D1 and PTZ cameras
• 12v DC and 110-240v AC
operating power
• 120G solid state hard drive
• USB (x2), HDMI, & Cat5
• Available in 1, 2, or 3 Diver
Versions
• Adaptable to existing
equipment
• Custom feature and
Solutions

The VLCR-17P is a complete portable standalone video system and controller for
underwater video camera and LED lighting. Integrated into a dependable Pelican storm case
for it’s outstanding durability, this is a go anywhere video system that weights less then 25lbs.
It can operate almost anywhere with its standard auxiliary 12v DC power input by simply
connecting it to any car or boat battery or a 110-240 volt AC input. The picture is displayed
on a industrial grade 17” bright sun-readable LCD monitor.
The system will control power to 1 to 3 different cameras and 1 to 6 different led lights. Each
camera and light is individually controlled by their own illuminated push button on/off
switch. LED brightness is controlled with the simple turn of a knob from 0-100% light
intensity. Optional Video text over lay modules for 1 channels only
The DVR operating system is user friendly and easy to use with detailed icons for key
features like picture in picture, video snap shot, and record and pause/play. Navigating the
system can be done in a variety of ways with the supplied remote control, USB mouse or the
panel buttons. Hours of video, sound and picture can be saved to the internal 120G solid state
hard drive and is easily backed up to any USB memory stick. It also has HDMI video output
to view simultaneously on larger monitors or TVs and has an Ethernet (Cat5) port for
backing up data or streaming live or recorded video through the internet.

Made In America

Contact us for all your underwater video needs!

Email: sales@ssvtec.com

www.ssvtec.com

Underwater video camera and LED lighting
MC-750 Underwater video camera
Is machined out of 6061 aluminum and anodized for protect and is also available in
stainless steal. The camera can be outfitted with both PAL or NTSC 1080p 2.1MP module
or 960H modules in color or black and white. It can be outfitted with many different
connectors and wired to customer specs. We also offer different lens options 2.97, 3.6, 6,
and 8mm for a wider or narrower view. Rated for 2,000 meters with it standard acrylic
window and 4,000+ meters in stainless steal with a sapphire window.

M4 and M6 LED Underwater Light
Is machined out of 6061 aluminum and anodized the same as our cameras are. The LED
array delivers over 1,700 lumens of light in a 120° flood pattern. The M4 was designed to
be a universal light with many different LED array options form Blue, Green, Red, Ultra
Violet. It was also designed with optional optic lens to focus or defused in spot, oval,
narrow flood, wide flood, and smoked lens. Standard connector is a MCBH2MSS with
many different optional connectors upon request. Rated for 2,000 meter with standard
aluminum body acrylic window, 4,000+ meters for stainless with sapphire window.

Video Cable
Bright neon green polyurethane Kevlar braided video cable with a breaking strength of
2,000+ lbs, 15 ea. 22awg and 1 RG-59 75ohm Coax Cable. Standard length 330ft (100m)
shorter or longer lengths available upon request

Console, VLCR-17P
Power requirement: 110-240v AC 50/60Hz, or 12v DC AUX
Dimensions: (L x W x D) 19.2x15.2x7.3in (48.7x38.6x18.5cm)
Weight: 24.5 lbs ( 11.11 kg)
Connectors: Military Spec Amphenol Panel Connectors
Monitor: 17” diagonal 1,500 nit LED LCD color industrial grade
Recording: Integrated HD 1080P DVR with 120G SSHD capable of recording
4 channels of video and 1 channels of audio.
Safety Feature: Low 12 volt DC power output with GFCI,
Hydraulic dampener to prevent lid slamming
Options: 2nd LED light for each camera, Video Text Overlay,
24v DC light power, Larger hard drive, black, Green and yellow case color, and can be
wired and fitted with custom connectors.

** specifications subject to change without notice ***

